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1. Identify five best practices for engaging onsite staff in 

multifamily buildings

2. Describe the benefit of remote monitoring as a teaching 

tool

3. Recognize culture and behavior norms with tenant 

spaces

4. Prioritize work issues 



Selfhelp & Bright Power

2011 Weatherization Work

Selfhelp: 3 buildings upgraded

Bright Power: Performed audits

2011 Benchmarking

Selfhelp: 9 buildings tracked

Bright Power: LL84 compliance

2013 Facilities Manager 

Selfhelp: Hires a new position

2014 Water Conservation & Retrofit

Selfhelp: Toilet upgrades & Green 

Retrofit at one site

Bright Power: Cost share & design & Cx

2015 Partnership

Selfhelp: Requests long 

term support

Bright Power: Creates 

service product



Operating Buildings is Hard

Unexpected issues come up frequently… which require immediate action.



How Do You Affect Change When…

Change is HARD.

Most people DO NOT like change.

Change is often thought of as MORE work.



Organize Change

Start small.

Keep it simple.

Make their jobs easier.



Heating & Water Case Studies



Heating Case Study



Manual



Automatic



Distribution Monitoring

Change is good!



Compliance & Goals Align

Heating distribution 

needs balancing 

ongoing

Bright Power 

Recommends TRV & 

Orifice Plates 2016

City requires LL87 

Prescriptive 

measures 2020



Tracking Issues

By keeping clear notes, Selfhelp can communicate with Bright 

Power and create a log of issues to be addressed. 

Adding in a scope item to a heating efficiency project that 

improves the tenants experience can often gain more buy-in 

from tenants.



Tenant & Staff Coordination



Outcome of Effort

Baseline year compared to 2018



Water Case Study



Water Usage at Site 1



Fix The Leak Campaign
Chapter one



Fix The Leak Campaign
Chapter two



Fix The Leak Campaign
Resolution



Positive Results!



Take Action



1. Start small- don’t tackle too much at once

2. Listen! You might learn what the challenges are that your 

staff face

3. Make their job easier- help your staff help you

4. Empower – Give them the ability to control or participate 

5. Reward – Provide follow through where their efforts are 

acknowledged

Identify 5 Best Practices for 

Engaging Site Staff in Multifamily 

Buildings



1. Can help make manual tasks more efficient

2. Have someone who can make the actionable data

3. Train or hire someone who knows how to help – data 

management is HARD

Describe The Benefit of Remote 

Monitoring as a Teaching Tool



1. Recognize culture and behavior norms with tenant spaces

2. Observe them and communicate with tenants on how & why! 

Culture & Behavior



1. Prioritize work issues

2. Use tools that work

Prioritize



Remember

Make it simple.

Operate it smart.

Make it actionable.



Thank you!

Samantha Pearce

Director, EMS

SPearce@brightpower.com 

646-780-1076

Pam Slighter

Operations Coordinator

Pslighter@Selfhelp.net

Questions?



Management of Building Information, Utilities and Systems 

Schedule:
1. Overview of relationship Selfhelp<> Bright Power

2. Bringing in a consultant to support an organizations needs

3. Struggle of operating buildings

4. Focusing on immediate likes toilets and resident issues, can be distracting from focusing 

preventative maintenance planning and execution, and long planning, capital planning let 

alone anything sustainable. Challenging building staff that will or will not cooperate 

5. Orifice plates, planning and executing

6. How to actually execute on a project like this, timing, tenant access, incentives to fund 

7. Water issue at K4, X-ray sink and waste disposal room toilet 

8. Water graph of usage over that period of time … and beyond…. Toilet inspections were 

inspected already, a site visit and due diligence was the best way to find issues 

9. Operating a building is not a perfect science and you can not wait to do one measure at 

a time, and in fact multiple things have to happen at once. 

10. Smartsheets tracking, how to communicate well with internal staff … setting up 

Smartsheets or a similar tracking tool, can be used for multiple sectors of building 

operations


